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For sumptuous texture and depth, nothing compares to the handwork quilts of acclaimed folk-artist

and designer Sue Spargo. This hardcover, 144-page coffee table book of inspiration is filled with

200 detail-rich photographs. Showcasing Sue Spargo's quilts as they've never been seen before,

the lush photography is indulgently close--showing in stunning detail the multilayered richness of

each.Be inspired by the inventive stitch combinations and variety of embellishments. See patterns

and shapes in a whole new way in this treasure trove of creativity, appreciating each composition as

a whole and for the detail and texture of the stitches. Treat yourself to a volume of inspiration and

awe that you'll explore time and time again as you savor each and every stitch.
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This is a beautiful hardcover book filled with amazing fiber art. Sue is an amazing textile artist who

combines wool and print fabric with gorgeous stitching. The book showcases these intricate pieces

in both full images of the complete quilt and extreme closeups of the detailed objects and images.

You will gain a deep appreciation for this art and I bet it will inspire you to create a bit of your own.

This is such a gorgeous book full of beautiful photography. I enjoyed pouring over each image in

detail and the intricate stitching really caught my eye. This is a great book to cuddle up with by the

fire on a chilly day!



Don't be fooled like I was thinking that there would be an explanation of how to do any of her

stitches. Pretty pictures but that's all there is.Also the cover of my book appears to be scuffed---as

packaged by .

The forward of this book says it all, the soul and spirit of an artist. Full page color pictures makes the

stitch combinations jump off the pages. A beautiful inspiration book from a very talented world

renouned quilt artist.Lissa Alexander

Such a beautiful book, the photography is terrific, luscious. Of note, this is not a 'how to' book as

some of Sue Spargo's books are. Just looking at the colors, the designs - wonderful.

I love all the pictures. I dreamed up many creative ideas from looking through this book. My only

problem with the book is there are no instructions. I ordered this book knowing there were no

instructions but when I received it, it was still disappointing that there was no commenting,

instructions, wordsâ€¦â€¦

Gorgeous addition to my collection of books on needlework. It is filled with lovely photos and

how-to's.

Beautiful pictures! Would have liked more description.
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